
Why  
switch to 

Smart SOAR?
The partnership that will  

transform how your security 
team works, by focusing  

its resources on real  
threats



OR

SolarNet
We are one of the few specialist companies that truly 
understand SOAR and its application within all business 
models. 

In partnership with D3 Security, SolarNet can help you 
unlock the potential in your SOAR platform and get it 
providing you with an array of key benefits. We’ve been 
working with SOAR platforms for a while now and know 
how tricky it can be to get to grips with.

Over the years we have developed numerous 
integrations, workflows, playbooks and reports to help 
companies get the most from their platform, here’s a 
sample of some key areas we can assist you with:

 • Business Process Translation/Transformation into  
  SOAR Frameworks

 • Platform Deployment

 • Platform Technology Advice

 • Platform Integrations; Inception & Development;  
  (covering 200+ systems but not limited to):

  Anomali ThreatStream, Bespoke Tools / Custom  
  Integrations, Bricata, FireEye HX, Microsoft Graph,  
  Qualys, QRadar / QROC, ServiceNow

 • Workbook / Playbook Inception & Development

We have a unique ability to solve problems – it’s in our 
DNA – and combined with our extensive knowledge 
of the D3 Smart SOAR platform we can help advise, 
implement and manage your SOAR journey. Whether 
you are new to SOAR or an existing SOAR user, SolarNet 
are here to help you. Let our expertise and guidance 
navigate you on our journey with SOAR.

D3 Security
Expert-Built and Maintained Integrations 
We take the responsibility for building, testing, and 
updating integrations entirely off your hands.

Three Tiers of Automation 
What makes Smart SOAR smart? One key difference is 
our distinct tiers of automation. Event-level automation 
performs triage and enrichment, only escalating genuine 
threats. Incident-level automation orchestrates actions 
across the environment. Finally, scheduled automation 
enables workflows like threat hunting and vulnerability 
management.

Ingest Alerts + Telemetry 
Effortlessly ingest data from your entire environment 
via professionally built and maintained, feature-rich 
integrations.

Stop Missing Threats  
One standardised queue for all security alerts.

Normalise, Contextualise + Triage 
Normalise your alert data for powerful cross-stack 
correlation of IOCs, TTPs, identity, and more. Automatically 
triage based on comprehensive analysis. 

Stop False Positive Waste  
Filter out 90% of incoming alerts, so you can focus on 
real threats. 

High-fidelity Threats for Investigation 
Spend more time on real threats, armed with complete 
context and enrichment. Orchestrate across the stack to 
instantly shut down threats.

Stop Responder Burnout  
Eliminate repetitive tasks, reduce alert volume, and keep 
your team happy.

info@solarnet-comms-ltd.co.uk  
www.solarnet-comms-ltd.co.uk

sales@D3Security.com
www.D3Security.com

With a growing emphasis on protecting a company’s critical data and information 
assets, overcoming alert fatigue and being able to identifying real threats rapidly 
has never been more important. SolarNet’s expertise in this sector make them 
the ideal integration specialist and consultancy service providers of D3 Security’s 
Smart SOAR. We help clients around the world harness the power of their entire 
security infrastructure to rapidly identify, analyse, and resolve advanced threats.

SolarNet are certified ISO 27001- Information Security Management and ISO 9001 - Quality Management compliant, 
which epitomise our ability to consistently meet our customer’s expectations and regulatory requirements.


